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By JAMES POYNER
COMMUNITY spirit is alive and well in 
Warrandyte, with many stories of people in 
our community going out of their way to help 
each other in these difficult times.

With disappointment around the 
cancellation of so many community events, 
on what would have been Festival Weekend, 
we are relying on each other as a community 
like never before.

Many locals are offering to assist with 
shopping for those in self isolation; those 
people that can are still turning out to support 
local restaurants and retailers, and smiles are 
still being shared by those that venture out 
for walks along the river — while respecting 
social distancing rules, of course.

COVID-19, by the numbers 

As of Thursday, March 19, there were 150 
confirmed cases of Coronavirus in Victoria 
and 565 confirmed cases nationally.

Following a National Cabinet meeting 
with health professionals, Australian Prime 
Minister, Scott Morrison, outlined the latest 
wave of social distancing measures.

Indoor events of more than 100 people 
(including staff) are banned, which builds 
on the ban on 500 people or more at static 
outdoor events which came into effect on 
Monday, March 16.

A Press Release from the Office of the Prime 
Minister outlined the details of the latest 
restrictions.

“An indoor gathering refers to a gathering 
within a single enclosed area (i.e. an area, 
room or premises that is or are substantially 
enclosed by a roof and walls, regardless of 
whether the roof or walls or any part of them 
are permanent, temporary, open or closed).

This does not apply to essential activities 
such as public transportation facilities, 
medical and health care facilities, pharmacies, 
emergency service facilities, correctional 
facilities, youth justice centres or other places 
of custody, courts or tribunals, Parliaments, 
food markets, supermarkets and grocery 
stores, shopping centres, office buildings, 
factories, construction sites, and mining sites, 
where it is necessary for their normal operation 
(although other social distancing and hygiene 
practices may be required in these settings).”

On Friday, March 20, the restrictions on 
indoor events were further enhanced.

At time of publishing, the new restrictions 
require all non-essential indoor events of less 
than 100 people to limit the number of people 
in the room to a density of no more than one 

person per four square metres.
This means if your venue space is 100 

square metres, you can only have 25 people in 
the room.

These changes will impact local businesses 
such as restaurants and cafes, although 
shopping centres, supermarkets and public 
transport are presently exempt from this 
restriction as they are considered “essential”.

However, the advice still remains to 
practice social distancing of one to 1.5 metres 
where possible.

Peter Appleby from the Grand Hotel 
Warrandyte said that the venue has put 
measures in place to ensure they comply 
with the regulations, as have many cafes and 
restaurants around Warrandyte.

Venues that do not comply with these new 
directions on mass gatherings face fines of up 
to $100,000. 

People who do not comply face fines of up 
to $20,000.

Visits to aged care residents will only 
be allowed for a short duration and by a 
maximum of two people per day, except for 
palliative care. 

Children under the age of 16 will only 
be permitted to attend aged care facilities 
in exceptional circumstances and further 
guidelines will be provided to aged care staff 
around hygiene practices.

Flattening the curve

There is currently no cure for Coronavirus.
Current advice is designed to slow the rate 

of transmission and to reduce the load on 
hospitals to maximise the chances of those at 
most risk of dying from Coronavirus.

If you suspect you have Coronavirus, it is 
advised to call the dedicated 24/7 hotline:  
1800 675 398 — and not 000.

Triple Zero is for emergencies only.
To reduce the risk of Coronavirus, the 

following advice is recommended:

• Wash your hands often with soap and 
running water for at least 20 seconds.

• Try not to touch your eyes, nose or 
mouth.

• If you cough or sneeze, cover your nose 
and mouth with a tissue or try to sneeze 
into your elbow or upper sleeve.

• Stay at home if you feel sick, if you are 
on any medication, make sure you have 
enough.

• Phone your GP or the Hotline first if you 
suspect you have caught the disease.

• If soap and hot water are not available, 
try to use a hand sanitiser with at least 
60 per cent alcohol.

• Stop shaking hands or kissing as a 
greeting.

• Avoid crowds if possible. If not, keep the 
time short.

• Where possible, consider home delivery 
and take-away.

• Use contactless and online payment 
methods, where possible.

• Use public transport in less busy 
periods if you can.

• Sit in the back of taxis and ride shares.
• Consider whether future travel plans 

are sensible and necessary.

It is also vitally important to keep sane, 
and healthy — if you are not required to self-
isolate make sure you get outside, get some 
exercise and fresh air and get some sort of 
social interaction.

Social distancing measures

When out in public, the following is 
advised:

• Keep 1.5 metres of space around you if 
possible.

• Avoid hugging, kissing or shaking 
hands.

• Wash your hands regularly and use 
hand sanitiser wherever and whenever 
it is available — especially in cafes, 
supermarkets, etc. A lot of businesses 
have introduced these measures to 
protect their staff and you, and to allow 
them to continue to operate.

Solidarity in separation
ISSUE 2
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Emotional support during the pandemic
Mental health

By STEPHANIE FOXLEY MCouns, MACA
AS WE ARE FACED with increasing 
boundaries in our normal day to day life, and 
as isolation and social distancing is required 
to flatten the growth rate of COVID-19, many 
people will find themselves struggling with 
their emotions.

It is really important that we, as a 
community, look out for each other; 
especially the elderly, the vulnerable, those 
with asthma, compromised lung capacity or 
auto immune problems.

But it is equally important to be considerate 
to other members of our community too, 
those who live alone or have no family.

There are many people out there who 
already struggle with isolation from their 
families and friends; those who live with fear, 
anxiety and stress.

If you know someone who is struggling, 
reach out to them; if you know someone who 
lives on their own, no matter what age, reach 
out to them; if you need to make a trip to the 
shops, offer to help do the shopping for them; 
check in with them, make a phone call or a 
video call, you might be their life saver.

Anxiety is a normal response to stressful 
situations or perceived threat, and currently 
Australians and other nationalities around 
the world are under threat from the COVID-19 
virus.

This anxiety ranges from the sense of 
uneasiness to increased worry or fear, to 
severe panic.

It is important that if you are feeling 
heightened feelings of anxiety to seek help; 
to talk to a friend or a member of your family, 

ring a counsellor or call a hotline.
These feelings may include “fear of a 

situation”, that the “situation is really bad” or 
that you “can’t cope with this”.

In extreme cases your behaviour may 
become uncharacteristic, like being 
aggressive, restless or irrational.

We have all seen some of these responses 
on TV where people have been fighting in the 
supermarkets.

Your counsellor will be able to help you 
manage your thoughts, assist you with 
some relaxation techniques and breathing 
exercises.

Families who find themselves in isolation 
will inevitably struggle with the close 
proximity in which they are having to live.

Extended periods within the same four 
walls will no doubt lead to some form of 
conflict.

Effective coping strategies can transform 
a conflict into a problem that can be solved 
mutually (Opotow & Deutsch, 1999) and so 
it is time to be even more considerate to one 
another, give each other some space and if 
possible, come up with constructive systems 
that promote positive outcomes.

Avoid situations that might increase 
tensions and anger.

While getting angry is a normal human 
emotion, so long as it is managed well, it 
should not cause a problem.

Anger can range from slight annoyance to 
severe rage, and it is these heightened feelings 
of anger that need careful consideration, 
especially when having to live in close 
proximity, confined to your home.

Anger, in extreme cases, can lead to 
violence and if you are at all concerned about 
your own anger or that of someone close to 
you, it is important to reach out and get help.

Isolation can lead to other mental health 
issues, and prolonged isolation can lead to 
feelings of being “trapped” or “cabin fever”.

When you are confined to a small space or 
restricted against your will in your home it is 
possible that you can begin to feel irritable 
and restless.

These are claustrophobic reactions to being 
confined and may occur if you are faced with 
self-isolation or if there is a total quarantine 
lockdown.

Keeping yourself motivated is important, 
finding constructive things to do is helpful 
and reading a good book or playing an 
engaging game will also be advantageous.

Contact a friend for a video chat, or simply 
pick up the phone and talk to someone; tell 
them how you feel, that you feel like you are 
going to go crazy, reach out and share these 
emotions, once shared, they are halved.

We live in a community that cares, be there 
for one another, it might be your turn to need 
help next time.

Stephanie Foxley is a Warrandyte based 
counsellor who offers face to face and  
online counselling services.
Medibank, Bupa, Police Health Fund 
and Doctor’s Health fund accredited. 
Provisional member of PACFA, member of 
ACA and CCAA.
T: 0407 921 122 
E: newlifehealingspace@gmail.com

Coronavirus Health Information Line: 
1800 020 080
Beyondblue Australia: 
1300 22 4636
Lifeline: 
(Crisis Support) 13 11 14
Headspace: 
(12-25 years) 1800 650 890

By SANDI MILLER
IF YOU ARE required to self isolate, there 
are still things you can do to keep yourself 
occupied.

Dance, because no one is watching 
(well, maybe the cat)

No Lights No Lycra may not be running at 
the Mechanic Institute, but the NLNL have 
put together a Spotify playlist to get your feet 
moving.

So, switch off the lights — or leave them on, 
who cares — and dance!
https://spoti.fi/33uwpVS 

Read a book

Now is a chance to read that book that has 
been sat on your bedside table for months (or 
years).

This reporter is finally getting around to The 
Kite Runner.

Let us know on the Diary’s Facebook page 
which books you are reading.

Star Wars marathon

For the proud nerds among us, it is a perfect 
opportunity to have a binge watch of every 
Star Wars — including the television series — 
I’ve heard some are doing it in chronological 
order. 

All in all it should take about 80 hours of 

screen time to watch everything — just in time 
for the next season of Mandalorian.

Run an isolation ultra-marathon

Many of us have the benefit of large blocks, 
so running a marathon in the comfort of your 
own home may be a cinch — for an average 
quarter acre block it is only 350 laps of the 
property — just watch those hill repeats in 
North Warrandyte.

Virtual culture

Many art galleries and other institutions 
have set up virtual tours of their collections, 
so it is a great opportunity to visit the National 
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne Zoo, the 
Louvre.

Even the Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington and the Hermitage in St 
Petersburg let you roam their halls from the 
comfort of your couch.

Make your own art

Draw, paint, learn an instrument, teach 
yourself to knit.

The internet is a wonderful resource for 
online learning of all manner of things.

What have you always wanted to learn?

Get out in the garden

Make the most of the still warm weather 

and give your plants some care, start a veggie 
plot, and if you can’t get to the nursery, you 
can use try using seeds from the fruit and 
vegetables in your fridge.

Get the lawn under control, there has been 
some massive growth with the recent rains, so 
use the time to mow, slash and prune.

Meditate

People pay thousands of dollars to attend a 
silent retreat.

But all you need to do is switch off your 
phone, pull out the bean bag and… breathe 
in… breathe out…

Face time with loved ones

Make sure your loved ones are doing okay, 
spend time chatting on the phone or a video 
call with your mum, your brother or a friend 
you haven’t seen for a while.

They would love to hear from you too.

Things to do in self isolation
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Support local businesses

Landscape Design and Consultation
Platylobium is a Landscape Design Consultancy 

that specialises in Native Landscapes. 
We offer a number of different design services 

individually tailored to help you create and 
maintain your dream landscape. 

We can offer 1 hour Landscape Consultation’s 
through to full design and planning applications.

Call Nadia 0409 178 030  |  nadia@platylobium.com.au

Ironing Be Gone Eastern Suburbs is a local business that 
operates from Knees Road.
I am a local Warrandyte mum that services the local area with 
all your ironing needs.
Everything is returned steamed and pressed ready to go back 
in your wardrobe.
I am a registered business and ready to iron.

Kate amd Younes run Asterisk 
Kitchen, a small food-business 

supplying to the hospitality 
industry.

Most of their supply 
channels have ceased due to 
cancellations and closures of 

events like the Grand Prix, AFL 
and weddings etc.

Their online store has lots of 
discounts for French biscuits, 

meringues, lavosh and grissini. 
www.asteriskkitchen.com.au

Functionally Fit specialises in supporting individuals with 
ongoing chronic injuries, medical conditions, pre/post 
surgery concerns, pre/post pregnancy concerns, general 
weight loss and fitness goal setting.
Functionally Fit also specialises in sport specific training 
including running, cycling and swimming.
Online programming, online exercise sessions and 
nutritional webinars helps Functionally Fit’s clients take total 
control of how they can achieve their goals.

info@functionallyfit.com.au

Creating
Big Brands for 

Small Businesses

curlewcreative.com.au

Elke Schnuetgen
Graphic Designer

elke@curlewcreative.com.au
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Stop. Take a deep breath
…and plan your next holiday
By SANDI MILLER
ONE OF THE hardest hit industries has been 
tourism.

As borders tighten and planes are 
grounded, the front line of the travel industry 
has been travel agents.

Warrandyte’s own travel agent, Carolyn 
Allan from Warrandyte Travel said that she 
has been watching the situation develop 
for a couple of months, and her advice for 
everyone is to take a deep breath, put a pause 
on your holiday plans — and take up your 
bookings when everything settles down.

“We have been dealing with this for six 
weeks, this is not new to us, and actually now 
we know what we are working with.

“In earlier days we didn’t really know how 
it was going to go,” she said.  

Carolyn said the uncertainty over the last 
few weeks has been the hardest part.  

“We now know what we are dealing with,” 
she said.

She said initially people were uncertain 
about whether they could travel safely — and 
then it was the uncertainty of what happens 
to bookings, and refunds.

“What we have found now is most of 
our clients, we have been rebooking and 
postponing, and we are finding all of the 
suppliers and the tour operators and the 
airlines are all offering that as well, no one is 
going to lose money, we are just putting it all 
on hold,” she said.

Carolyn said she has been able to negotiate 

with tour operators and airlines to move 
bookings to later in the year, or next year, and 
while it has been a lot of work, she has saved 
most of people’s deposits so that they are not 
hugely out of pocket. 

But not everyone is so fortunate, if you 
opted to book direct with airlines, there is 
little a travel agent can do to help.

“We had a lady come who had booked her 
flights online and she couldn’t get through 
to the airline, and we said, we can’t help you 
— but if we have taken the booking, then it is 
our problem,” she said. 

All the bookings they have taken over the 
last six months they are having to undo.

One of Carolyn’s clients had booked a trip 
of a lifetime, a grand tour of Europe.

However, when the virus was emerging as 
an epidemic and it seemed they were in the 
at-risk category, they came to Carolyn and 
said, “we don’t want to go”, so Carolyn was 
able to support them. 

She rang all the tour operators who wanted 
to forfeit their $20k in deposits, but she was 
able to negotiate a transfer of the booking, 
without charge.

“It took me two to three weeks to get all 
these people to agree, now they are all happy 
to do that, that is the norm,” she said. 

“We don’t charge for that, that is just our 
service, so there has been nothing going 
through the books, and there is nothing in 
the foreseeable future, but the good thing 
is that we are protecting peoples funds, and 

when it is safe to travel it will all ramp up 
again,” she said.  

Carolyn said that, because it has got to 
a point where some of the airlines are now 
verging on bankruptcy, they can only get 
credits, not refunds, on most flights.

“Even as late as last week if they cancelled 
the flights, they offered a refund, whereas 
now they are saying ‘no we can’t do that, 
there is no refunds, you get a credit’”.  

Carolyn said domestic travel has also 
slowed, with everyone just sitting tight. 

“What people can do, if they are sitting at 
home wondering, is put stuff in play for next 
year, we work 12 months in advance.

“There is no reason they can’t come to us 
and say, ‘when this all settles down, this is 
what we would like to do’. 

“Why not use this time to get a beautiful 
itinerary up?” she said.

In the meantime, Carolyn suggests to 
spend some money in the bushfire affected 
areas.

“Get in the car, go and pitch a tent, socially 
distance yourself in a tent somewhere,” she 
said.  

But for the travel industry she says “we will 
get through it — and we will be back with a 
vengeance”. 

Warrandyte Travel will be reducing office 
hours, operating Monday to Thursday 10am – 
4pm until the travel bans are lifted.

Chaos in Aisle Four
By SANDI MILLER
LIKE MOST supermarkets around the 
country, Warrandyte IGA has been 
overwhelmed with demand for grocery items.

While the majority of customers have been 
courteous, the panic-buying has seen shelves 
laid bare as families stockpile basic staples. 

Owner of Quinton’s Julie Quinton told the 
Diary that demand has been more than two 
and a half times normal.

It has taken time for supply to catch up 
with the demand, but she says IGA’s central 
logistics chain, through MetCash, is slowly 
rebuilding. 

The regular deliveries have stopped, with 
many items being stocked ad hoc.

“Many deliveries are more than a day late, 
coming at sporadic times, with not enough to 
meet current demand levels,” she said.

She said she has been watching the stress 
of staff build as the demand levels get more 
and more extreme, 

“It is like a Christmas Eve shop every 
night,” she said.

Adding that her grocery and produce 
managers have had to work two weeks 
straight.

The IGA has imposed a purchase limit 
of one-per-product-per-customer on most 
grocery and meat items.

Julie said the purchasing limits are 
working.

“If we had no limits, we would sell out 
every day,” she said.

To rectify the situation, Julie has also hired 
an additional 25 staff.

She said she hired 14 new staff through 
those already on her wait list, and then put a 
call out on social media.

“The response was incredible,” she said.
She had “hundreds” of resumes emailed to 

her by locals in search of work.
“I had no idea how many people were in 

need of work,” she said.
The IGA closed on Thursday in order to 

restock and to train the new staff, who Julie 
says will mostly be used on their click and 
collect service.

“We only have so much capacity on our 
delivery service, and only one refrigerated 
truck which I want to prioritise for elderly 
and disabled customers,” she said.

When the store reopened on Friday there 
were massive crowds.

“We had to close the doors, because there 
were queues down every aisle and even 
through the produce and meat departments 
waiting to get to a cashier,” she said.

“We had sold out of toilet paper by 
8:30am.”

Julie is encouraging shoppers to use the 

click and collect service where they can and 
to assist elderly neighbours, who may not 
have access to the internet.

“Maybe set up a phone tree or a What’s 
App group amongst your neighbours so you 
can ensure everyone is OK,” she said.

Download the Quinton’s SUPA IGA App 
from the App Store or Google Play, or shop 
online via their website: 
www.quintonsiga.com.au

Talking 
point

Being good 
neighbours

How do we ensure our vulnerable residents 
are looked after during this crisis?
Send your suggestions to:  
editor@warrandytediary.com.au
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